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Abstract—We propose algorithms for allocating multiple
resources to competing services running in virtual machines
on heterogeneous distributed platforms. We develop a the-
oretical problem formulation and compare these algorithms
via simulation experiments based in part on workload data
supplied by Google. Our main finding is that vector packing
approaches proposed in the homogeneous case can be extended
to provide high-quality solutions in the heterogeneous case,
and combined to provide a single efficient algorithm. We
also consider the case when there may be bounded errors in
estimates of performance-related resource needs. We provide a
heuristic for compensating for such errors that performs well
in simulation, as well as a proof of the worst-case competitive
ratio for the single-resource, single-node case when there is no
bound on the error.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing use of virtual machine technology in
the data center, both leading to and reinforced by recent
innovations in the private sector aimed at providing low-
maintenance cloud computing services, has driven research
into developing algorithms for automatic instance placement
and resource allocation on virtualized platforms [1], [2],
including our own previous work [3]. Most of this research
has assumed a platform consisting of homogeneous nodes
connected by a fast local network, e.g., a cluster. However,
there is also a need for algorithms that are applicable to
heterogeneous platforms.
Heterogeneity comes about when collections of homoge-
neous resources formerly under different administrative do-
mains are federated into a single logical resource pool (e.g.,
grid computing, sky computing). Studies have shown that
multi-cluster scheduling in these environments can improve
performance at the workload level, even for workloads that
contain parallel applications with communicating tasks [4].
The production cycle is also a common source of hetero-
geneity –when the time comes to purchase new machines, it
generally makes more economic sense to purchase a more
powerful machine than was used previously. In budget shops
or when a large collection of individually owned (desktop)
machines is assembled, one obtains a highly heterogeneous
environment in which no two machines may even share the
same hardware specification.
In this work we propose virtual machine placement and
resource allocation algorithms that, unlike previous proposed
algorithms, are applicable to virtualized platforms that com-
prise heterogeneous physical resources. More specifically,
our contributions are:
• We give a formulation of the service placement and
resource allocation problem in heterogeneous virtual-
ized platforms. This formulation is in fact more general,
even for homogeneous platforms, than our previously
proposed formulation in [3], and allows for specifying
minimum allocations of arbitrary resources to satisfy
Quality-of-Service (QoS) constraints.
• Using this problem formulation, we extend previously
proposed algorithms to the heterogeneous case.
• We evaluate these algorithms via extensive simulation
experiments, using statistical distributions of appli-
cation resource requirements based on a real-world
dataset provided by Google. We find that combining
heterogeneous vector bin packing approaches leads to
a practical and efficient solution.
• Most resource allocation algorithms rely on estimates
regarding the resource needs of virtual machine in-
stances. We study the impact of estimation errors,
propose different approaches to mitigate these errors,
and identify a strategy that works well empirically.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
formalize the resource allocation problem. In Section III we
provide an overview of our heuristic algorithms. We describe
our experimental procedure for evaluating these algorithms
in Section IV and present the obtained results in Section V.
In Section VI we discuss the problem of scheduling in the
presence of errors in estimated needs, and provide theoretical
and experimental results. Section VII discusses related work.
Section VIII concludes the paper with a summary of our
results and a discussion of future directions.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a service hosting platform composed of H
heterogeneous hosts, or nodes. Each node comprises D types
of different resources, such as CPUs, network cards, hard
drives, or system memory. For each type of resource under
consideration a node may have one or more distinct resource
elements (e.g., a single real CPU, hard drive, or memory
bank). In this work we assume that all resource elements of
the same type on a given host are homogeneous. That is,
we do not consider resources that comprise heterogeneous
sub-units, such as the Cell
TM
processor [5].
Services are instantiated within virtual machines that
provide analogous virtual elements. For some types of
resources, like system memory or hard disk space, it is
relatively easy to pool distinct elements together at the
hypervisor or operating system level so that hosted virtual
machines can effectively interact with only a single larger
element. For other types of resources, like CPU cores,
the situation is more complicated. These resources can
be partitioned arbitrarily among virtual elements, but they
cannot be effectively pooled together to provide a single
virtual element with a greater resource capacity than that of
a physical element. For example, with current technology, a
virtual machine instance with 3 virtual processors can run on
a dual-core system with each of the virtual CPUs receiving
66.6% of the processing power of a single physical CPU [6],
but it is impossible to pool two physical CPUs together to
provide a single virtual CPU that is more powerful than the
individual physical CPUs. For these types of resources, it
is necessary to consider the maximum capacity allocated
to individual virtual elements, as well as the aggregate
allocation to all virtual elements of the same type.
Thus, each node is represented by an ordered pair of D-
dimensional vectors. The elementary capacity vector gives
the capacity of a single element in each dimension while the
aggregate capacity vector gives the total resource capacity
counting all elements. In practice, each value of the aggre-
gate capacity vector is expected to be an integer multiple of
the corresponding value in the elementary capacity vector,
but our proposed approach does not rely on this assumption.
An allocation of resources to a virtual machine specifies
the maximum amount of each individual element of each
resource type that will be utilized, as well as the aggregate
amount of each resource of each type. Expectedly, an
allocation is thus represented by two vectors, a maximum
elementary allocation vector and an aggregate allocation
vector. Note that in a valid allocation it is not necessarily
the case that each value in the second vector is an integer
multiple of the corresponding value in the first vector, as
resource demands may be unevenly distributed across virtual
resource elements. For example, consider an application that
uses two virtual CPUs: The application consists of one CPU-
bound process that can utilize 100% of a physical CPU, and
of one I/O-bound process that uses at most 10% of a physical
CPU. The aggregate CPU resource allocation needed to run
this service without degrading performance would then be
110% (easily achieved on a dual-core system), which is not
an integer multiple of the maximum elementary resource
allocation of 100%.
When determining how much of each resource to allocate
to a virtual machine it is necessary to consider both the rigid
requirements of the service as well as its fluid needs. The
requirements for service j are given by an ordered vector
pair (rej , r
a
j ) that represents the resource allocation needed
to run the service at the minimum acceptable service level.
If this requirement cannot be met, then resource allocation
fails. The needs of the service are given by a second
ordered vector pair (nej , n
a
j ) that represents the additional
resources required to run the service at its maximum level
of performance when it is by itself on a reference machine.
While in general the most sensible reference machine is the
best one for running the service on the target platform, this
is not imposed. There are situations where it may make
sense to set the needs based on some other criteria: the
system or pricing structure may impose maximum virtual
machine allocations that are less than the maximum of what
is physically available, or it may be desirable to compare the
relative performance of the same workload across a variety
of platforms.
In this formulation of the problem, rather than attempting
to maximize the performance of individual applications we
choose to focus on maintaining an appropriate proportional
allocation of resources, as resource allocations are known
to be transformable into higher level service objectives [7].
Toward this end, we define the yield of a service to be a value
between 0 and 1, representing the relative performance of
that service. A service with an assigned yield of 0 would
be running at the lowest acceptable rate of service for a
resource allocation to not be considered a failure, while a
service with an assigned yield of 1 would be running at the
maximum performance possible on the reference machine.
The allocation needed to run a service j with yield yj is
then defined by the couple (rej+yjn
e
j , r
a
j+yjn
a
j ). This linear
correlation between resource consumption levels in different
dimensions is established in the literature [8] and easily
justified for a wide class of applications. Benchmarking
studies have validated the approach for scientific workload
applications [9].
We can now define the service placement and resource
allocation problem precisely: maximize the minimum yield
over all services. This amounts to making the least satisfied
service as satisfied as possible, thus promoting both perfor-
mance and fairness. This objective is directly motivated by
known results derived in the context of stretch optimiza-
tion [10], [11]. In particular, it is well known that simply
minimizing the average stretch (and thus maximizing the
average yield) is prone to starvation. For the single-node case
maximizing the minimum yield addresses the problem of
fair-sharing of multiple resources, potentially in the presence
of multiple bottlenecks as discussed in Dolev et al. [8],
though we choose to focus on maximizing the performance
of the most-penalized service, rather than ensuring that
services receive their fair share of bottleneck resources.
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Figure 1. Example problem instance with two nodes and one service,
showing two possible resource allocations.
Figure 1 illustrates the above for a simple example with
two nodes and one service. Node A comprises 4 cores and
a large memory. Its resource capacity vectors show that
each core has elementary CPU capacity 0.8 (i.e., no single
virtual CPU can run at 0.9 CPU capacity on this node)
for an aggregate capacity of 3.2. Its memory has capacity
1.0, with no difference between elementary and aggregate
values because the memory, unlike cores, can be partitioned
arbitrarily. Node B has two, more powerful, cores, each of
elementary capacity 1.0, and a smaller memory. The service
has a 0.5 elementary CPU requirement, and a 1.0 aggregate
CPU requirement. For instance, it could contain two threads
that must each saturate a core with 0.5 capacity. The memory
requirement is 0.5. The elementary CPU need is 0.5 and the
aggregate is 1.0. The memory need is 0.0, meaning that
the service simply requires a 0.5 memory capacity. The
figure shows two resource allocations one on each node.
On both nodes the service can be allocated the memory
it requires. If the service is placed on Node A, then the
after elementary CPU requirement of 0.5 is satisfied, only
0.8− 0.5 = 0.3 of the elmentary CPU capacity is left over
to meet elementary CPU needs. Thus, the maximum yield
possible for the service with this allocation is 0.3/0.5 = 0.6.
The aggregate CPU capacity of the machine is not a limiting
factor since this value, 3.2, exceeds the total of the aggregate
requirements and needs of the service (2.0). On Node B, the
service can fully saturate two cores, completely satisfying all
of the elementary and aggregate requirements and needs, for
a yield of 1.0. If there is only one service to consider, then
placing this service on Node B maximizes the (minimum)
yield.
III. ALGORITHMS
The minimum yield maximization problem defined in
the previous section is NP-hard in the strong sense via
a straightforward reduction to vector-packing (in fact, the
reduction to vector packing also denies the existence of
an asymptotic polynomial-time approximation scheme) [12].
We therefore seek heuristic algorithms that work well in
practice for a wide range of relevant scenarios.
A. Linear Program Formulation
Our problem can be framed as a linear program (LP) with
both integer and rational variables, i.e., a Mixed Integer
Linear Program (MILP). Using 0 ≤ j < J to index the
services, 0 ≤ h < H to index the nodes, and 0 ≤ d < D
to index the resource dimensions, we define the following
variables: ejh is set to 1 if service j is placed on node h,
or 0 otherwise; and yjh is the yield of service j on host
h. We use rejd (resp. r
a
jd) to denote the elementary (resp.
aggregate) resource requirement of service j for resource d,
nejd (resp. n
a
jd) to denote the elementary (resp. aggregate)
resource need of service j for resource d, and cehd (resp.
cahd) to denote the elementary (resp. aggregate) resource
capacity of node h for resource d. Given these notations,
the constraints of the MILP are given by Equations 1-7.
∀j, h ejh ∈ {0, 1}, (1)
∀j, h yjh ∈ [0, 1], (2)
∀j ∑Hh=1 ejh = 1, (3)
∀j, h yjh ≤ ejh (4)
∀j, h, d ejhrejd + yjhnejd ≤ cehd (5)
∀h, d ∑Jj=1(ejhrajd + yjhnajd) ≤ cahd (6)
∀j ∑Hh=1 yjh ≥ Y (7)
Constraints 1 and 2 define the ranges of the variables.
Constraint 3 states that a service must be placed on exactly
one node. Constraint 4 states that a service has a non-zero
yield only on the node on which it is placed. Constraint 5
states that the elementary resource capacities of the nodes
are not overcome, and Constraint 6 states that the aggregate
resource capacities of the nodes are not overcome. Finally,
Constraint 7 defines variable Y as the minimum of the
yields of all services. The optimization objective is thus to
maximize Y .
B. Exact and Relaxed Solutions
We have implemented a resource allocation problem
solver that can use either the Gnu Linear Programming
Toolkit (GLPK) [13] or the IBM iLog CPLEX Optimization
Studio [14] as back-end MILP solvers. Since solving a
MILP takes exponential time, for large instances we relax
the problem by assuming that all variables are rational.
The MILP becomes a rational LP, which can be solved in
polynomial time in practice. The solution of the rational
LP may be infeasible but has two important uses. First, the
achieved minimum yield is an upper bound on the solution
of the MILP. Second, the rational solution may point the way
toward good feasible solutions as seen in the next section.
C. Algorithms Based on Relaxed Solutions
We propose two algorithms, RRND and RRNZ, that use
a solution of the rational LP as a basis and then round off
rational eij values. Due to licensing restrictions, we could
not run large numbers of CPLEX solvers. Consequently, we
use the solutions produced by GLPK.
1) Randomized Rounding (RRND): For each service j
(taken in an arbitrary order), this algorithm allocates it to
node h with probability ejh. If the service cannot fit on the
selected node because of memory constraints, then probabil-
ities are adjusted and another attempt is made. If all services
can be placed in this manner then the algorithm succeeds.
Such a probabilistic approach has been used successfully in
previous work [15].
2) Randomized Rounding with No Zero probabilities
(RRNZ): One problem with RRND is that a service, j, may
not fit (in terms of resource requirements) on any of the
nodes, h, for which ejh > 0, in which case the algorithm
would fail to generate a solution. To remedy this problem,
we first set each zero ejh value to , where  << 1 (we use
 = 0.01). For those problem instances for which RRND
provides a solution RRNZ should provide nearly the same
solution, but RRNZ should also provide a solution for some
instances for which RRND fails.
D. Greedy Algorithms
In general greedy algorithms operate by making a series
of fast, locally-optimal decisions. They run quickly, but may
provide poor results for some problem instances. One way
to deal with this issue is to run several greedy algorithms
and choose the best solutions from those computed. In our
previous paper [3], in the context of homogeneous platforms,
we proposed a family of greedy algorithms that first sort
the services under consideration and then go through the
list in sorted order, selecting the best node for each item
by various criteria. We considered the following service
sorting strategies: S1: no sorting; S2: decreasing order by
maximum need; S3: decreasing order by sum of needs; S4:
decreasing order by maximum requirement; S5: decreasing
order by sum of requirements; S6: decreasing order by the
maximum of sum of requirements and sum of needs; and
S7: decreasing order by the sum of requirements and needs.
We also proposed a number of strategies for selecting a
node from the set of those capable of running the current
service: P1: choose the node with the most available resource
capacity in the dimension of maximum need; P2: choose
the node with the minimum ratio of sum of loads over all
dimensions to sum of resource capacities over all dimensions
after service placement, P3: choose the node with the least
remaining capacity in dimension of largest requirement (best
fit), P4: choose the node with the least aggregate available
capacity (best fit), P5: choose the node with the most capac-
ity remaining in dimension of largest requirement (worst fit),
P6: choose the node with the most total available resource
(worst fit), P7: choose the first node (first fit). Each sorting
strategy can be paired with any selection strategy to obtain
a greedy algorithm, for a total of 7× 7 = 49 combinations.
Given that these 49 algorithms can be executed quickly, we
simply define the METAGREEDY algorithm which runs all
49 greedy algorithms and picks the solution that results in
the largest minimum yield.
E. Vector-Packing (VP) Algorithms
As has been noted in the literature, resource allocation
is closely related to bin packing [16]. Bin-packing can be
extended to vector-packing [17], also called multi-capacity
bin-packing by some authors [18], in the case where multiple
resource dimensions are under consideration. In our previous
work we discussed a straightforward method of applying any
vector packing heuristic to our resource allocation problem
with the objective of maximizing the minimum yield: since
the amount of each resource that needs to be allocated
to a given service is fixed for a particular yield value, it
is possible to determine whether or not a given heuristic
can find a solution for that yield value. Since we seek
to maximize the minimum yield value, without loss of
generality we can assume that all services have the same
yield. Thus, we perform a binary search for the largest yield
for which the heuristic can find a solution. We stop when the
upper and lower bounds of the binary search are within some
threshold distance of each other (0.0001 in our simulation
experiments).
The largest source of difficulty in designing vector-
packing heuristics is that there is no single unambiguous
definition of vector “size” or “order”. Any mapping from
vectors to a scalar metric can be used, and the use of
different metrics must be evaluated in simulation as an-
alytical comparison is typically not feasible. We consider
the following metrics: size of maximum dimension (MAX),
sum of all dimensions (SUM), ratio of maximum and mini-
mum dimension (MAXRATIO), and the difference between
maximum and minimum dimensions (MAXDIFFERENCE).
We also consider ordering the vectors lexicographically
(LEX), though the ordering of the dimensions is necessarily
arbitrary. Some strategies may also specify NONE, to leave
items in their natural order and not attempt sorting. Since
there are 5 mappings of vectors to scalars under consider-
ation that can be used to sort vectors in either ascending
or descending order, and one option to not sort vectors, we
consider 11 distinct strategies for vector sorting. In general,
we should expect algorithms that sort items in decreasing
order by size and bins in increasing order by capacity
(e.g., algorithms that first try to put the largest items into
the smallest bins) to have the best performance. For each
of the sorting options, we can now define vector packing
algorithms as follows.
1) First and Best Fit: Once the items are sorted using one
of the sorting strategies, the First Fit algorithm places each
item in this order in the first bin in which it fits using an
arbitrary bin order. The Best Fit algorithm considers bins
in descending order of the sum of their loads across all
dimensions.
2) Permutation-Pack and Choose-Pack: The
Permutation-Pack and Choose-Pack heuristics for multi-
capacity bin packing, also known as vector-packing, were
first proposed by Leinberger et al. [18] The basic strategy
used by these algorithms is to go bin-by-bin and select
items that go against the current “capacity imbalance”
in the first w most-loaded dimensions. The idea behind
this strategy is to keep a bin from becoming full in one
dimension while it still has remaining capacity available in
other dimensions. The value of w is called the “window
size” for the algorithm.
Let us use D to denote the number of dimensions of bin
and item vectors. To select an item to put into the current
bin, the Permutation Pack algorithm ranks the dimensions of
the current bin in ascending order by their load and ranks
the dimensions of each of the items in descending order by
their size. The items are then ordered by how well their
dimension ranking matches against that of the current bin
in the first w dimensions. An item that has a permutation
matching that of the bin will have its largest requirement
in the dimension where the load on the bin is smallest and
its smallest requirement in the dimension where the load on
the bin is largest. The Choose Pack algorithm relaxes this
ordering slightly and only considers which dimensions fit
within the window, but not their relative ordering. It should
be noted that when the window size is 1, the Permutation
Pack and Choose Pack algorithms operate identically.
The implementation proposed by Leinberger et al. in [18]
separates the items into D! lists–one for each potential
permutation of item dimensions imposed by ordering the
dimensions in descending order by their size. The items in
these lists are further sorted by one of the vector sorting
criteria discussed previously. For each bin it selects items by
going through these lists in a lexicographic order determined
by the permutation imposed on the bin dimensions by sorting
them in ascending order by their current load. That is, it first
looks for an item in the list with a permutation matching
that of the current bin. If no such item can be found then
it looks for an item in the list where the positions of the
two least important dimensions are reversed. This continues
until an item that fits in the current bin is found, with items
whose dimensional permutation is opposite of the current
bin considered last. If the algorithm cannot find any item
that fits in the current bin, then it moves on to the next one.
In the case that D! ≤ J (i.e., for small D) the algorithm
essentially makes multiple passes through all of the items,
selecting one to place in the current bin at each step, and
so is order O(J2). For the case when D! >> J , Leinberger
et al. note that searching for the matching list can require
O(D!) operations; In fact, if these permutations are not first
mapped into an easily comparable set then each comparison
of permutations is an O(D) operation, potentially leading
to an overall cost of O(J2 + JDD!) operations for this
heuristic. Their proposal to use a window to check only the
first few, most important, dimensions reduces the cost of the
search to O(DD!/(D − w)!), for an overall complexity of
O(J2 + JDD!/(D − w)!).
To reduce the high complexity of this algorithm, we have
made the following improvement. Instead of needlessly split-
ting the items into D! lists, many of which may be empty
when D is large, and checking each list in order, we simply
assign each item a sorting key by mapping its dimension
permutation into the permutation space defined by the bin’s
dimensional ordering, a O(JD) operation. For example,
consider a bin with dimensional ordering (4, 2, 3, 1) in a
4-dimensional case (meaning that its largest capacity is its
4th dimension, the next largest capacity is its 2nd dimension,
etc.), and an item with ordering (3, 1, 4, 2) (i.e., its largest
requirement is its 3rd dimension, its next largest demand
is its 1st dimension, etc.). The key assigned to this item is
then (3, 4, 1, 2) (the 1st dimension of the item ordering is
the 3rd dimension of the bin ordering, the 2nd dimension of
the item ordering is the 4th dimension of the bin ordering,
etc.). Once these permutations are computed for each item,
we simply chose the first item in the lexicographic order of
the permutations. In our example, an item with permutation
(1, 2, 3, 4) would be perfectly fitted for the bin. No sorting of
the services is involved and a single scan through the list is
necessary, or O(JD) operations. Thus, our implementation
is O(J2D), which is a significant improvement when D is
large, or O(J2w) if a window is used.
3) METAVP: At each step of the binary search, this
algorithm iteratively applies all of the above vector packing
strategies until a solution is found, including all of the op-
tions for sorting items–3×11 = 33 strategies overall for each
step of yield optimization. METAVP necessarily performs at
least as well as all previously discussed algorithms, but also
has much longer run time.
4) Heterogeneous Vector-Packing (HVP) Algorithms:
These algorithms explicitly consider the heterogeneity of
the platform and try to sort the vector bins. The Best-fit,
Permutation-Pack algorithm is also modified to consider
total remaining capacity rather than total load.
5) METAHVP: This algorithm tries all of the above
heterogeneous bin-packing heuristics at each step of the
binary search. Since Best-Fit and Permutation-Pack can
consider bins in sorted order, but Best-Fit imposes its own
criteria on bin selection, this is is 11 + 2 × 11 × 11 = 253
strategies overall. METAHVP necessarily performs at least
as well as any of the HVP algorithms, but its run time can
be high.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Though we provide a general framework capable of
representing an arbitrary number of resource constraints,
in practice the two most important resources to consider
are processing power (CPU) and memory. Often, these are
the only resources with consumption levels reported in log
files, and thus the only ones for which it is possible to
build reasonable statistical models of demand. These are
also resources for which current virtualization technology
provides accurate performance throttling and isolation. For
these reasons in our simulation experiments we choose
to focus on the two-dimensional problem with one CPU
resource dimension and a memory resource dimension.
In order to control the relative levels of node hetero-
geneity, rather than reflecting the statistics of any actual
set of machines we draw aggregate CPU and memory
capacities from a normal distribution with a median value
of 0.5, limited to minimum values of 0.001 and maximum
values of 1.0. The coefficient of variation is varied from 0.0
(completely homogeneous) to 1.0. To generate consistent
elementary capacities, we assume that despite differences
in total computational power all machines are quad core,
and therefore have CPU elements with 1/4 the aggregate
machine power.
To instantiate service resource requirements and needs,
we use a production dataset provided by Google Inc. [19].
As this dataset only provides information about the number
of requested cores and the percentage of system memory
used, we assume that aggregate CPU needs of services are
proportional to the number of requested cores, while ele-
mentary CPU requirements are equal to the same reference
value for all services.
We consider scenarios with 64 hosts, 100, 250 and 500
services and coefficient of variation values 0.0 to 1.0 in
increments of 0.025 For each scenario we generate 100
random instances, for a total of 12,300 base instances. Each
base instance is then use to generate a family of scaled
problem instances with specified memory slack, defined at
the fraction of total memory that would remain free in
a successful resource allocation. The memory slack is a
value between 0 and 1 that quantifies the hardness of the
instance in terms of memory bin packing, with a low value
corresponding to a more difficult instance. We experiment
with slack values between 0.1 and 0.9, in 0.1 increments.
We also scale CPU needs so that the sum of all service CPU
needs is equal to the sum of all CPU resources available.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate a large number of algorithms over a large
dataset, and these algorithms can vary both in terms of how
often they are able to find solutions to problem instances
(success rate) and how good their solutions are when found
(minimum yield). It is thus difficult to provide a single
metric that can be used as a basis for determining an
overall winner. For this reason we first perform pairwise
comparisons of the algorithms using the following metrics:
(i) YA,B : the average percent minimum yield difference
between A and B, relative to the minimum yield achieved
by B, computed on instances for which both algorithms
succeed. (ii) SA,B : the percentage of instances for which
A succeeds and B fails, minus the percentage of instances
where B succeeds and A fails; and For both measures, a
positive value means an advantage of A over B. Since no
single simple vector packing heuristic can perform as well
as the aggregate METAVP and METAHVP algorithms in
terms of either failure rate or achieved minimum yield, for
now we only consider the RRND, RRNZ, METAGREEDY,
METAVP, and METAHVP algorithms.
Pairwise comparisons of the major heuristics under con-
sideration are given by Table I. Perhaps surprisingly, RRND
can lead to much better performance than RRNZ, but it
has an extremely low success rate relative to the other
algorithms, so is dropped from further consideration. META-
GREEDY widely outperforms RRNZ both in terms of
success rate and minimum yield, but is in turn beaten my
METAVP. The METAVP algorithm is itself outperformed by
METAHVP.
While not large, the advantage of METAHVP over
METAVP becomes more pronounced as the number of
services per node increases. METAVP solves 15,376 of the
36,000 100-service instances, while METAHVP only solves
1 additional instance (METAVP does not solve any instances
not solved by METAHVP). METAHVP achieves yield val-
ues more than 0.002 greater than METAVP on 311 instances,
while METAVP beats METAHVP by the same margin on
only 1. The average yield values on instances solved by
both algorithms are close together: 0.504 for METAHVP and
0.503 for METAVP. METAVP solves 30,596 of the 36,900
250-service instances, while METAHVP solves an additional
162 instances (METAVP does not solve any instances not
solved by METAHVP). METAHVP achieves yield values
at least 0.002 higher on 17,256 of those instances, while
METAVP beats METAHVP by at least the same amount on
86 instances. The average yield values on instances solved
by both algorithms is larger (0.820 for METAHVP and 0.803
for METAVP). Both algorithms solve 36,844 of the 36,900
Table I
MAJOR HEURISTICS, ORDERED PAIRS OF (YA,B ,SA,B), WITH A GIVEN BY THE ROW AND B BY THE COLUMN.
100 services
A/B RRND RRNZ METAGREEDY METAVP METAHVP
RRND (66.7%, -19.7%) (-41.8%, -22.2%) (-71.6%, -22.2%) (-71.6%, -22.2%)
RRNZ (-40.0%, 19.7%) (-69.7%, -2.5%) (-85.2%, -2.5%) (-85.3%, -2.5%)
METAGREEDY (71.7%, 22.2%) (230.3%, 2.5%) (-50.9%, 0.0%) (-51.0%, 0.0%)
METAVP (252.4%, 22.2%) (577.6%, 2.5%) (103.6%, 0.0%) (-0.2%, 0.0%)
METAHVP (252.4%, 22.2%) (578.9%, 2.5%) (104.0%, 0.0%) (0.2%, 0.0%)
250 services
A/B RRND RRNZ METAGREEDY METAVP METAHVP
RRND (76.9%, -41.3%) (-38.2%, -52.8%) (-73.3%, -52.4%) (-73.3%, -52.9%)
RRNZ (-43.5%, 41.3%) (-69.4%, -11.5%) (-86.5%, -11.1%) (-86.7%, -11.6%)
METAGREEDY (61.7%, 52.8%) (227.2%, 11.5%) (-55.4%, 0.4%) (-56.4%, -0.1%)
METAVP (273.9%, 52.4%) (643.0%, 11.1%) (124.3%, -0.4%) (-2.1%, -0.4%)
METAHVP (275.2%, 52.9%) (652.6%, 11.6%) (129.5%, 0.1%) (2.1%, 0.4%)
500 services
A/B RRND RRNZ METAGREEDY METAVP METAHVP
RRND (74.5%, -49.2%) (-32.7%, -59.6%) (-69.0%, -59.6%) (-69.3%, -59.6%)
RRNZ (-42.7%, 49.2%) (-62.8%, -10.4%) (-82.3%, -10.4%) (-83.0%, -10.4%)
METAGREEDY (48.6%, 59.6%) (168.6%, 10.4%) (-51.5%, 0.0%) (-54.1%, 0.0%)
METAVP (222.9%, 59.6%) (464.7%, 10.4%) (106.3%, 0.0%) (-5.2%, 0.0%)
METAHVP (226.0%, 59.6%) (489.1%, 10.4%) (117.7%, 0.0%) (5.5%, 0.0%)
500-task instances (neither algorithm solves any instances
not solved by the other). METAHVP achieves yield values
that are at least 0.002 higher on 28,680 of these instances,
compared to the 44 where METAVP achieves a higher yield
value by the same margin. METAHVP achieves an average
yield of 0.897, compare to 0.850 for METAVP. While
there is no commonly accepted target for virtual machines
per node, 8 is probably reasonable in current production
platforms, which corresponds to our 500-service instances.
Higher levels of consolidation are likely to be expected, thus
increasing the advantage of METAHVP over METAVP.
To gain more insight into our results, Figure 2 shows
results for instances with 500 services and a memory slack
of 0.3. Each data point (x, y) corresponds to one problem
instance and one of RRNZ, METAGREEDY, or METAVP.
x is the coefficient of variance of the CPU and memory ca-
pacities of the nodes in the platform, and y is the difference
between the achieved yield and that achieved by METAHVP.
Points on the x = 0 axis are for perfectly homogeneous
platforms. Points below the y = 0 axis correspond to
instances in which METAHVP does not achieve the best
yield. Figure 3 shows the same information for problem
instances where the CPU was held homogeneous (i.e., all
servers have a CPU resource of 0.5), while Figure 4 does
the same for memory. As expected based on our previous set
of results, METAGREEDY never outperforms METAHVP,
and is generally worse than METAVP. RRNZ is never a
contender and leads to markedly poorer performance than
the other algorithms on most instances, without ever out-
performing METAHVP. METAHVP is the best algorithm in
all three figures. The interesting observation is that while
METAVP performs close to METAHVP over a wide range
of problem instances, its performance relative to METAHVP
Table II
ALGORITHM RUN TIMES IN SECONDS WHEN RUN ON AN INTEL XEON
2.27GHZ PROCESSOR, AVERAGED OVER ALL INSTANCES.
Algorithm 100 tasks 250 tasks 500 tasks
RRNZ 4.855 45.782 270.245
METAGREEDY 0.014 0.061 0.154
METAVP 0.142 0.564 1.715
METAHVP 0.514 1.943 6.432
decreases as the platform becomes more heterogeneous.
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Table II shows algorithm run times averaged over all
instances. Expectedly, the RRNZ algorithm has high run
times because it solves a linear program (albeit rational).
The main observation is that METAHVP leads to higher run
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time than METAVP by a factor 3 on the average, requiring
more than 6 seconds to solve problem instances with 500
tasks. Recall that these results are for “only” 64 nodes.
Given that production cloud platforms comprise orders of
magnitude more nodes, and thus hosts orders of magnitude
more services, using METAHVP in production systems is
likely impractical. For example, METAHVP requires an
average of 134.52 seconds when run on a 2.27 Ghz Intel
Xeon processor with 512 hosts and 2000 services.
A. METAHVPLIGHT
Given the high run time of METAHVP, in this section we
design a version of METAHVP called METAHVPLIGHT
that includes only a subset of the HVP algorithms.
An exploration of our results shows that no single (small)
group of algorithms emerges as a clear winner, and in fact
every single algorithm is best on some instances. To filter out
the worst performing algorithms, we sorted the basic HVP
algorithms first by success rate, then by average achieved
minimum yield. Looking at the top 50 algorithms for each
dataset, some trends are clear. 1) The Best-Fit, First-Fit, and
Permutation-Pack approaches all perform well when paired
with appropriate item and (except in the case of Best-Fit)
bin sorting strategies, and each outperforms the others on a
small subset of the instances. 2) The descending by MAX,
SUM, and MAXDIFFERENCE item sorting strategies are
those used by most of the high-performing algorithms, and
MAXRATIO can also be a good item sorting strategy for
some algorithms. 3) The ascending by LEX (considering
CPU needs before memory), MAX, and SUM bin sorting
strategies were unsurprisingly among the most successful,
but also present were descending by MAX, MAXDIFFER-
ENCE, and MAXRATIO, and the option to not sort bins
(NONE), which was somewhat of a surprise.
From these observations we built a simple METAHVP-
LIGHT algorithm that uses essentially the same procedure
as METAHVP, but only considers the descending by MAX,
SUM, MAXDIFFERENCE and MAXRATIO item sorting
strategies and the ascending by LEX, MAX, SUM, and
descending by MAX, MAXDIFFERENCE and MAXRATIO
bin sorting strategies, as well as the option to not sort bins.
This reduces the number of heterogeneous vector packing
heuristics considered at each step of yield optimization from
253 to 4 + 2× 4× 7 = 60.
We ran METAHVPLIGHT on all our problem in-
stances and observed the following. Both METAHVP and
METAHVPLIGHT successfully solve the same set of 100-
service instances (15,377 out of 36,900) and achieve the
same average minimum yield of 0.504. METAHVPLIGHT
solves 30,737 of the 250-service instances, and METAHVP
solves an addition 21 instances that METAHVPLIGHT does
not solve. On the instances that both algorithms solve
METAHVP achieves an average minimum yield value of
0.817 versus 0.814 for METAHVPLIGHT. Finally, both
algorithms solve the exact same 36,844 (out of 36,900) 500-
task instances. On these instances both algorithms achieve
an average minimum yield of 0.897 .
These results show that METAHVPLIGHT expectedly
achieves slightly lower solution quality on a few instances,
but the overall performance is quite Importantly, its run time
is drastically lower than that of METAHVP. For instance,
on the 512-node and 2000-service instance reported in the
previous section, METAHVPLIGHT runs in 15.25 seconds
as compared to the 134.52 needed by METAHVP.
B. Results Conclusion
• Algorithms based on vector packing, known to work
well in homogeneous settings, can be adapted to handle
heterogeneity and outperform linear programming and
greedy approaches.
• These algorithms do much better than other approach
for tightly constrained and highly heterogeneous prob-
lem instances. No single algorithm, however, emerges
as the best. This motivates a “brute-force” approach
that runs many of the algorithms and selects the best
solution among those produced.
• The brute-force approach leads to unreasonably high
times to solution, but one can engineer a “light” al-
gorithm that only runs a smaller subset of the base
algorithms. This solution improves the runtime by
nearly a factor 10 while leading to solutions of sensibly
equivalent quality.
VI. THE EFFECTS OF ERROR IN CPU NEEDS ESTIMATES
An important consideration for any scheduling algorithm
is how well the resource requirements and needs are known.
Although some work has been done with regards to memory
consumption [20], it is in general difficult if not impossible
to know all of a service’s resource requirements before
it is run. One option is to rely on benchmark results for
services that comprise the workload [21]. But any service
that performs data-dependent computations or reacts to a
user-dependent workload will necessarily have variations in
moment-to-moment requirements each time it runs. CPU
needs estimation in particular can be problematic, as the
use of this resource tends to be “noisy” and/or “spikey” and
prone to varying over time [22].
An interesting question is, given a set of erroneous CPU
need estimates, how do errors affect the minimum yield
achieved by our algorithms. In particular, how would our
algorithms compare to a baseline algorithm that assumes
no knowledge of CPU needs? In the total absence of
knowledge the best policy is likely to distribute services
as evenly as possible across the available nodes (as done
in the “scheduling in the dark” approach [23]) and then
use a work-conserving scheduler that makes some effort
to distribute available cycles fairly (for some definition of
fairness) among processes. It is common for modern virtual
machine CPU scheduling systems to offer a work-conserving
mode in which processes are given access to the CPU in
proportion to administrator-assigned weights. For instance,
two CPU intensive competing virtual instances would be
initially restricted to using at most 50% of the available
CPU cycles, but if one of the instances reduced its CPU
consumption, then the other would be allowed to use the
unused portion of the CPU resource [6].
We propose an iterative algorithm for determining the
CPU consumption of competing services when their needs
are not known precisely by the scheduler. First, each service
is allocated a portion of the node relative to its weight (e.g.,
if the weights of all currently active services sum up to 100,
and a given service is assigned a weight of 30, then it will
initially be able to use up to 30% of the CPU). Any service
with actual needs that are less than or equal to its initial
allocation is considered “satisfied” and any portions of the
CPU that are left unused (because some services have needs
strictly less than their initial allocation) are pooled together
and redistributed to remaining unsatisfied services again by
their weight. This process continues until either all of the
services are satisfied or there is no more CPU available.
We assume that CPU allocations cannot be smaller than
some epsilon (0.0001 in our simulations) in order to avoid
potentially infinite recursion. We consider three methods for
allocating CPU (or other dynamic) resources to competing
tasks once they are assigned to a particular node. The first,
ALLOCCAPS, simply assigns limitations on CPU utilization
based on the proportion required to maximize the minimum
yield on the current node, given known estimates of CPU
utilization. The second, ALLOCWEIGHTS, uses the values
computed to maximize the minimum yield on the current
node as weights, assuming the use of a work conserving
scheduler. The third, EQUALWEIGHTS, assumes a work-
conserving scheduler as well, but simply assigns equal
weights to all competing services.
A. A Theoretical Result
It turns out that, for the EQUALWEIGHTS algorithm, one
can quantify how far the obtained solution is from the
optimal, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: In the on-line minimum-yield maximization
resource allocation problem for a single dimension, EQUAL-
WEIGHTS is 2J−1J2 competitive in the worst case, and there
is an instance that achieves exactly this performance ratio.
Proof:
Let {naj }Jj=1 be a one-dimensional set of aggregate service
needs (we do not consider elementary needs in this proof).
By an abuse of notation, let us assume that the values in this
set represent scalar values rather than one-dimensional vec-
tors. As the scheduler is work-conserving, for any resource
allocation where
∑J
j=1 n
a
j ≤ 1, no service will have a yield
of less than 1, therefore let us assume the opposite, that is,∑J
j=1 n
a
j > 1. Since the EQUALWEIGHTS algorithm does
not take needs into consideration when allocating resources
to unsatisfied services, the services with the minimum yield
will necessarily be those with the maximum need. Let us
denote nˆa = max{naj }Jj=1, and let jˆ be an arbitrary service
with need nˆa. Clearly na
jˆ
= nˆa > 1J .
Case 1: All of the services in the system have needs of at
least 1J . The allocation to the service with need nˆ
a is thus 1J
and the minimum yield achieved by EQUALWEIGHTS is no
less than 1
Jnˆa
. The yield achieved by the optimal algorithm
is 1∑J
j=1
na
j
.
We compute the lower bound on the competitive ratio of
EQUALWEIGHTS as follows:
1
Jnˆa
1∑J
j=1
na
j
=
∑J
j=1
naj
Jnˆa
≥
J−1
J +nˆ
a
Jnˆa
≥
J−1
J +1
J =
2J−1
J2
Case 2: There is at least one service (clearly not jˆ) with
a need of less than 1J . Denote the fraction of the resource
consumed by services other than jˆ as S. As jˆ will consume
at least 1J of the resource, S ≤ J−1J . Since the scheduler is
work conserving and the sum of the resource needs is greater
than 1, it must be the case that 1−S ≤ nˆa. The allocation to
the service jˆ is thus 1−S and the minimum yield achieved
by EQUALWEIGHTS is 1−S
nˆa
. The lower bound on the ratio
to the optimal is is thus:
1−S
nˆa
1∑J
j=1
na
j
= (nˆ
a+S)(1−S)
nˆa
≥ (1 + S)(1 − S) = 1 − S2 ≥
1− (J−1J )2 = 2J−1J2
A problem instance that achieves this ratio is na1 = 1,
naj =
1
J for j = 2, ..., J .
B. Error Experiments
Starting from the same data set as in Section V, we se-
lected those problems with slack values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and
0.8 and COV values of 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. We then specified
maximum error values from 0.0 to 0.3 in increments of
0.02. For each of these problems and maximum error values
we perturbed the CPU needs by selecting values between
the negative and positive maximum value from a uniform
random distribution and adding this error to the true total
CPU needs (to a minimum of 0.001). Elementary CPU needs
were perturbed so as to maintain the same proportion with
the aggregate needs are before the error was applied. It
should be noted that an average node in our simulations
has an aggregate CPU power of 0.5. Services in the 100-
service case have a mean CPU need of 0.317, while those
in the 250-service case have a mean CPU need of 0.127,
and those in the 500-service case have mean CPU need of
0.063. Thus, errors can be large in proportion to average
service needs.
These modified values were then used by the METAHVP
algorithm to assign nodes and CPU allocations to the
services. After the services were mapped to nodes we
assessed performance based on the following criteria: 1) the
expected yield for each, assuming the estimates had been
completely correct; 2) the minimum actual yield, if the
output of METAHVP was used used to allocate CPU using
the ALLOCCAPS algorithm; 3) the minimum actual yield,
if the output of METAHVP was used as input to the
ALLOCWEIGHTS algorithm; and 4) the minimum actual
yield, assuming that after services are assigned to nodes CPU
allocations were determined using the EQUALWEIGHTS
algorithm.
Unsurprisingly, using the ALLOCCAPS algorithm is a los-
ing proposition in the presence of errors, and we found that it
consistently leads to poor performance (worse than the zero-
knowledge case) when the error exceeded approximately
30% of the average service need (i.e., 0.08 in the 100-service
case, 0.04 in the 250-service case, 0.02 in the 500-service
case). Initially, simply switching to the ALLOCWEIGHTS or
EQUALWEIGHTS algorithm can help for some instances, but
the average-case performance of ALLOCWEIGHTS closely
tracks that of ALLOCCAPS, while EQUALWEIGHTS gives
initially worse results, but can often remains better than zero-
knowledge until the maximum error exceeds the average
service need.
A likely reason for poor performance under these cir-
cumstances is underestimating the needs of relatively small
services. To combat this problem we propose rounding up
the estimate of each CPU need to a minimum threshold
value. Estimates larger than this threshold are not affected.
This allows the algorithm to use some of the information
about relative service sizes to make placement decisions,
while effectively holding some of the CPU resource in
reserve in order to avoid penalizing those services that are
the most vulnerable. This strategy necessarily requires the
use of ALLOCWEIGHTS or EQUALWEIGHTS rather than
ALLOCCAPS to be successful, as it can result in allocating
small services more CPU than they need.
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Figures 5, 6 and 7 plot the average minimum achieved
yield vs. the maximum estimation error for 100-service,
250-service, and 500-services instances, respectively, on
moderately heterogeneous platforms (specified coefficient of
variation = 0.5).
The main conclusion from these results is that our pro-
posed strategy is effective. Algorithms that must contend
with error cannot perform as well as the perfect-knowledge
algorithm. But the key observation is that our algorithms
perform better than the zero-knowledge algorithm over a
wide error range. As the minimum threshold used by the
algorithms increases, the sensitivity of the algorithm to
increasing error diminishes. That is, the curves becomes
flatter, but the performance of the algorithm becomes worse
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on the average, decreasing toward the zero knowledge case.
VII. RELATED WORK
Resource allocation for distributed cluster platforms is
currently an active area of research, with application place-
ment [24], load balancing [1], [25], and avoiding QoS con-
straint violations [26], [27] being primary areas of concern.
Some authors have also chosen to focus on optimizing
fairness or other utility metrics [28]. Most of this work
focuses on homogeneous cluster platforms, i.e., platforms
where nodes have identical available resources. Two major
research areas that consider heterogeneity are embedded
systems and volunteer computing.
In the embeded systems arena, the authors of [29]
also employ heterogeneous vector packing algorithms for
scheduling, with many of the underlying heuristics being
similar to what we propose in this paper. This work is not
directly relevant as their solutions are tightly constrained
by the data bus, and they consider a narrower range of
algorithms. They do show that bin packing by decreasing
item size as measured by maximum vector dimension is
important.
Most of the existing theoretical research on multi-capacity
bin packing has focused on the off-line version of the
problem with homogeneous bins. Epstein considers allowing
a limited number of different classes of bins, though with
the objective [30] of minimizing the total cost of the bins,
which is a slightly different problem. There are obvious
connections to multiple-choice multi-dimensional vector bin
packing as explored by Patt-Shamir and Rawitz [31], but our
version of the problem is more constrained since we cannot
choose the types of the available bins, and must also contend
with elementary requirements and needs. The authors of [32]
consider a dynamic programming approach for when tasks
fall into one of a finite number of types.
As stated previously, the problem of properly modeling
resource needs is a challenging one, and it becomes even
more challenging with the introduction of error. To date we
are not aware of other studies that systematically consider
the issues of errors in CPU needs estimates.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have considered the problem of off-
line resource allocation on heterogeneous platforms, with
the explicit goal of maximizing the minimum task perfor-
mance. We have defined the problem to allow for multiple
resource dimensions and for discrete resource elements, such
as CPUs, that cannot be pooled together arbitrarily. We
have provided a MILP that can be solved in a reasonable
amount of time for small instances, and heuristic algorithms
that perform well in practice for solving larger problem
instances. We have also considered the problem of inaccurate
CPU needs estimates, and developed an effective strategy
for minimizing the worst-case penalty imposed while still
taking advantage of some of the improvements in resource
allocation offered by aggressive heuristic algorithms.
One next step in this research is to implement our
METAHVPLIGHT algorithm in combination with our strat-
egy to mitigate estimate errors as part of the resource
management component of an open cloud computing infras-
tructure. This infrastructure, once deployed on a testbed, will
allow for an evaluation of our results with both synthetic and
production workloads. One interesting problem will be to
develop a method for determining and adapting the threshold
used to mitigate estimate errors.
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